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COEFFICIENTS OF INVERSES OF UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

WITH QUASICONFORMAL EXTENSIONS

BY GLENN SCHOBER

§ 1. Introduction.

Let Σ/ denote the family of univalent functions

in 2={z: K|2r |<oo}. For 0^&<l let Σ'k be the family of functions in Σf

that admit &-quasiconformal extensions to ϋ— {z: \z\^ΐ\. That is, each g^Σ'k
has a homeomorphic extension to 2, that is absolutely continuous on a. e. hori-
zontal and vertical line in Δ and satisfies

\g;\^k\gz\ a .e. in 2.

If k=0, then g is an entire univalent function. Consequently, Σ'o contains
only the identity function. As &—>1, the families Σ'k are dense in Σ', and we
therefore define Σί=Σ'. Since Σ'klClΣ'k2 for kλ<k2, the families Σ'k interpolate
in a monotonic fashion from the identity function to the family Σ'.

R. Kϋhnau [2] and O. Lehto [5] have obtained the sharp coefficient
estimates

(1) \bΛ^k and \b2\g:(2/3)k

for functions g^Σf

k. In this article we shall study the coefficients of their
inverse functions.

That is, if G is the inverse of a function g in Σ'k, i.e., G=g~\ then G has
an expansion

in some neighborhood of ιv=oo. Since B1~ — b1 and B2~ — b2, the sharp
estimates

(2) \Bλ\Sk and |
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are a consequence of (1).
For the class Σ[—Σ\ G. Springer [8] proved that |Z?3|fgl and conjectured

that

(3) IB, . . , 1^ ^ ' ^ , n = 3 , 4 , 5 f . . .

Very recently, Y. Kubota [1] and the present author [7] have verified (3) for
2^11^7. Based on a technique of Lehto [5] we may therefore conclude that

/Λ\ i π ^ (2n—2)! .
(4) £2,1-1 ^ V &ftKft-1)!

for g^Σ'k and 2^n^7.
It is the purpose of this article to improve the estimates (4). We shall also

obtain anestimate when n=S and verify the conjecture (3) for ft=8 as a special
case.

§ 2. Results.

The following theorem contains the results of this article. Its proof will
be given in Section 5.

PRINCIPAL THEOREM. Let g belong to Σr

ky O^&gl, and let

71 = 1 W

be the expansion of its inverse function in a neighborhood of w—oo. Then

\B\^kk{l

4 !

Ό I

o!
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Since Σ'o contains only the identity function, the theorem is trivial in this
case. The case k = l is of special interest:

COROLLARY. // g belongs to Σ', then the coefficients of its inverse function
satisfy

for some real a.

and la I ^ 4 2 9 .

Equality in any of these occurs if and only if g(z)=z-\

In this special case the result for \B15\ is new. One easily verifies that
equality occurs (also in (3)) for the indicated functions. To see that these are
the only extremal functions, we observe at the end of Section 5 that equality
can occur only if •\b1\=lf which by the Area Theorem (see Section 3) can occur
only for the indicated functions. For 0 < & < l we do not assert that the esti-
mates of the Theorem are sharp.

§3. The Principal Lemma.

The set H(Δ) of all analytic functions on Δ with the topology of locally
uniform convergence is a locally convex topological vector space. We denote
its topological dual space by H'(Δ). If h(z, ζ) is analytic in ΔxΔ and
we define

and | L , ζ)))

where L is applied first to the function of z and then to the function of ζ.
In this framework we state (cf. [3 6, Theorem 14.15]):

Grunsky-Kiihnau Inequalities. If g^ ^k^l, and Lei/'(J), then

These inequalities may be "exponentiated" in the following manner. If φ(w)

— Σ cnw
n is any entire function and ώ+{w)— Σ \cn\wn, then [6, Theorem 11.16]

In particular, if φ{w)—e'w, then

i L i ' (

(5)
g(z)~g(ζ)

= Σ
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We now distinguish a special functional L. Fix g^Σf

k and n^l. Denote
oo β

G(w)—g~1{w)—wJr Σ —v- 7 and define L to be the functional that associates to

7ιe//(J) the coefficient dn in the expansion of hoG{w)= Σ — ~ ι n a neigh-
V=-oo W

borhood of w=<y^. Then

and we have the following consequence of (5).
oo β

PRINCIPAL LEMMA. // g^Σ'k, Og&^l, and G(w)=g~Kw)=w+ Σ — v - in a
v=l W

neighborhood of w — ooy then

( 6 ) \ B ^ \ < * ( f e + D ( * + " l ) + " f * ( f e + l ) - ( f c + m l )
n! m=i mi

1 5ί
/or ?2^1, where LG(ιv)2~m — —^7+ Σ —v~^~ m a neighborhood of w — 00. The
sum in (β) is omitted for n=l and n=2.

The inequality (6) is our main tool. We shall also use the following Area
Theorem of Kύhnau [3] and Lehto [4].

A R E A T H E O R E M . If g(z)=z+Σ,~ belongs to Σ'k, ( K f c ^ l , then Σin\bn\
2

n=i Z n=l
exak

^k2. In particular, \bx\Sk with equality if and only if g(z)=z-\ for some

real a.

The Area Theorem will be used in the following form.

00 U

COROLLARY. // g(z)=z+ Σ — \ belongs to Σ'k, O g ^ ^ l , and r, s, t are real,
71 = 1 Z

then

(7) (rl&J

Proof. We have
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with the help of the Area Theorem.

§4. Coefficient Relations.

Several coefficient relations will be needed. If g(z)=z+ Σ ~v and G(w)=
71 = 1 Z

g-\w)=w-{- Σ — \ in a neighborhood of oo, then
π=i W

B2=-b2

I co β(-m)

Furthermore, if [GO)]-7 7 1^—— + Σ —^τ~ ^n a neighborhood of w—co, for
m^l, then

% 5. Estimates.

The Principal Lemma will be applied for l ^ n ^ δ . It will be convenient
to set /3=|ί?1[ = lβ 1 | . Then O^β^k for the family 21; by the Area Theorem.

n=l. In this case (β) is identical to the first half of (2).
n=2. In this case (6) gives \B3\^l/2 k(k + l)=k-l/2 k(l-k) directly.
n=3. Since | ^ - υ | 2 ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ 2 , the estimate (6) leads to
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n=4. We use \Bl-*>\*=4β* and apply (7) to \Br>\2=\b2\
2m/2)(k2-β2).

With these relations the inequality (6) reduces to

Since the coefficient of β2 is positive, we may estimate β2 by k2 and rewrite
the resulting bound in the form stated in the Principal Theorem.

n=5. We substitute the bounds

into (6) to obtain

Since the coefficients of β2 and /34 are positive, we may replace β by k and

rewrite the resulting bound in the form of the Principal Theorem.

n=6. Making use of (7), we substitute the bounds

into (6) and obtain the estimate

+60(27+97£+2616

Since the coefficient of βA is negative, the estimate

(8) -β^k"-2k2β2

leads to

|£ 1 1 |g |-[(120+274& + 1845£ί

+60(27+97k+69£2+152£3)i32].

The coefficient of β2 is positive, and so we may estimate β2 by k2 and rearrange
the result into the form given in the Principal Theorem.
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n=7. In this case we use (7), the bounds already obtained for \B3\ and
\B5\, and the estimates βg,k, βsύkβ\ β6^k2β4 to arrive at

I Bl"> 1*=25£t, 15ί"« 12-16! bt\
 2:£8(&2-/32),

Substitution of these bounds into (6) leads to

Since the coefficient of β* is negative, the estimate (8) implies

Finally, since the resulting coefficient of β2 is positive, we may replace β2 by
k% and rewrite the bound in the form given in the Principal Theorem.

n = 8 . Just as in the previous case we use (7), the bounds for \BZ\ and
| B 5 | , and the estimates βS-k and βs^kβ2 to obtain

9 , 441
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+ 16β6+(6\Bδ\+18k\B5\+12kβ2)(k2-β2)+j(k2-β2)2

Substitution of these bounds into (6) leads to

o !

-80640(45-4&)/36].

Since the coefficients of β4 and β6 are negative, we may use the estimates (8)
and

-
to obtain

(9) | B 1 5 | ^

-10255&4+17252&5)/32].

One easily shows that the coefficient of 168β2 is positive. For example, if
we denote this polynomial by p(k) and if 0^&^l, then

where ^(^)=620+122U+39^ 3+199^ 4+108^ 5+9U 6>0. Cosnequently, we may re-
place β2 by k2 in (9) and rewrite the resulting bound in the form given in the
Principal Theorem.

In each case we used the estimate β^k. Therefore equality can occur
only if 1^1=^. For k=l this occurs only for the functions indicated in the
Corollary to the Principal Theorem.
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